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Too see who said which comment please scroll to the bottom for a list of names

of those who spoke.

1. Welcome & Land Acknowledgement

2. ASLC Cabinet election forum facilitated by the PioLog - fully open to the whole

LC Community

Please email the Auditor at auditor@lclark.edu to get the video of this forum. The video

of the Forum will be posted on the ASLC website at go.lclark.edu/aslc

3. Senate Legislation - SP21 SB002

NO: We changed the compensation from stipends to gift cards and we also made

sure that it was written down that those who are on senate cannot also get this

compensation.

MM: Personally I would rather not vote on this because we just had the full cabinet

forum. I want to have a full discussion next time. Motion to table.

PC: Second

AT: I want to make sure that we are okay timeline wise and that it is okay to table it

for a week?

JP: Budgets are due tomorrow and I was hoping to get this in the bylaws. I will have
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to talk with someone, but I will work on this around what you guys want.

JK: Let's do the tabling vote, if you are interested in waiting please put a yes in the

participants tab. Does anyone feel we want to finish this today? Only one objection

and that means that it is tabled for next week.

CA: Can we do a strawpoll vote? Since it is just a formality then I am comfortable

voting on it right now.

NO: I am not going to go in any way, but if we table, I want the discussion for next

week is about the changes that people want made.

JK: I think the straw poll is a good idea, but there is a motion to table.

TP: I would be willing to vote.

PC: I would like to vote, so it is not just sitting there.

JK: If you are in favor of the bill please put yes in the chat. Madeleine is abstaining.

MM: I still feel confused about the gift card and stipend, so I am going to abstain.

JK: I see yesses so far. The bill passes.

AT: Motion to adjourn.

PC: Second

4. Closing remarks/announcements

JK: A quick reminder, if you are a student at LC please go and vote.

AT: Alaryx Tenzer - ASLC Senator
CA: Caroline Arnis - ASLC Feminist Student Union Representative
JK: Jeremiah Koshy - ASLC Vice President
JP: Jacques Parker - Chief Justice
MM: Madeleine Macwilliamson - ASLC Senator
NO: Nathan Oakley - ASLC Senator
PC: Phoenix Cox - ASLC Senator
TP: Tor Parsons - ASLC Senator
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